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1. Introduction. In [3] and [5], infinitesimal transformations on K-contact

and normal contact Riemannian manifolds were studied, and global transformations

on almost contact and contact Riemannian manifolds were discussed in [4].

In this note, we shall add some results concerning global transformations on

X-contact and normal contact Riemannian manifolds. In §2, some preliminary

notions and identities are given for later use. In §3, it will be shown that

homothetic and afίine transformations on i^-contact Riemannian manifolds must

be isometries. In §4, transformations on 77-Einstein manifolds will be concerned.

The author wishes to thank Professor Sasaki and Mr. Tanno for their suggestions

and kind advices.

2. Preliminaries ([1], [2]). Let M be an n( = 2m+l,m^l) dimensional

C°°-manifold with a contact structure η. We take an arbitrary point x and

a local coordinate system (xk,U) around x. If we put 2φji = djηi — dίηj, there

exists a Riemannian metric gόi in M such that φ^ = ghrφίr and ξι — girηr define

a (φ, ξ, η, gr)-structure with ηt and gH. That is,

^ , = 1, rank

(l. i) Φ)ξj = o,

hold good. This structure is called a contact metric structure, and the manifold

with this structure is called a contact Riemannian manifold. If we define,

(1.2) Φ*A = /Γφ? = / Y Γ φ i r ,

this is a skew-symmetric contravariant tensor.

For a contact Riemannian manifold, torsion tensor fields Njt

h and N) can

be defined. The condition N* = 0 is equivalent to the fact that ξι is a Killing
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vector, and the contact Riemannian manifold which satisfies this condition is

called a .K-contact Riemannian manifold. In a K-contact Riemannian manifold,

(1.3) V}ηι=φH,

(1.4) V*φ)t + Rm

rηr = 0,

hold good, where Rkji

h is the curvature tensor.

On the other hand, the contact Riemannian manifold which satisfies Nόi

h=0

is called a normal contact Riemannian manifold. It is known that a normal

contact Riemannian manifold is .SΓ-contact. In this case, we have

(1. 6) V* ΦH = VJ gu - vi gkj,

(l.7)

(1.8)

where we have put

RH=Rrjί

r and 2?f - g" Rsl.

Now, X-contact Riemannian manifold (m > 1) in which Ricci's tensor takes

the form

(1.9) Rji = agn + bηjVί

is called a X-contact ?;-Einstein manifold, where a and b become constants.

Then,

(1.10) a + b = n - 1

holds good and in a normal contact η-Einstein manifold, we get

(l ii) -i-φrtiw = (*-i)φj.

In the sequel we will be concerned with differentiable transformations on

M. These transformations induce algebra automorphisms of algebra over real

numbers of all tensor fields defined on M, and they preserve types and

commute with contractions. The notation 'bar' will be used to denote the

geometric objects which are transformed by the induced transformation.
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By the automorphism of a contact Riemannian manifold M, we mean the

transformation of M which leaves invariant φj, ξ\ ηί7 and g}i of (φ,k>V>g)-

structure.

3. Transformations on /^-contact Riemannian manifolds.

PROPOSITION 1. ([4]) In a contact Riemannian manifold M, any con-

formal transformation μ which is also a contact transformation is an

isometryy and if η(ξ)>0 holds, μ is an automorphism.

PROOF. By definition we can write ~gn = pgji9 ~gjί = (l/p)gji, and rjj—σηj

for some positive scalar p and scalar σ. By (1.1)5 ξι — (σ/p)^ holds good.

Contracting both sides of φji = σφjί + (l/2)(djσ'ηί — dίσ ηj) with ξ\ we know that

φji = σφji and consequently φj = (σ/ρ)φ) is true. Now we have σ2=ρ2=p = l by

(1.1)4. Q.E.D.

THEOREM 1. In a K-contact Riemannian manifold M, any homothetίc

transformation μ is an isometry.

PROOF. We can write ~g'jt = pgH, and ]}jί = (l/p)gjί where p is a positive

constant. Because a homothetic transformation is an afiine transformation,

we have

(2.1) pRkJi^
kt = P

by (1.5). Transvecting (2.1) with ξjξ\ we get

(2.2) p(gkh-v*vn)FF = p-v,vιP?.

But since gkhξ
kξh = l/p and ηkξ

k = (X/p)ξkηk hold good, we have

(2.3) pa-p) = a-pxevr)2-

So we get ρ = l or (ξrvr)
2=P- In the second case,

Vk = (ξrVr)Vk -

is true by (1.1)4. Since μ is a homothetic transformation, we have H^ll2

= gkJVkVό = P' On the other hand, W(trVr)vΛ2 = (ξrVr)2 = P is true and,

(£rVr)Vk and φiφϊvh are mutually orthogonal, so \\φiφjVh\\=O holds good. That

is, μ is a contact transformation. Then by Proposition 1 we know that μ is

isometric. Q.E.D.
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THEOREM 2. In a K-contact Riemannian manifold M, any affine

transformation μ is an isometry.

PROOF. Since μ is an affine transformation, by Ricci's identity,

0 = ViVmJit - V«Vii( f c = -Rιmi

a~gak - Rιmk

aVai,

that is,

(2.4) Rιmiagak + Rimkagai = o

holds good. Transvecting (2. 4) with ξιξkξ\ we have by (1. 5)

(2.5) g*rir=(r?9a>)η*

Now, transvecting (2. 4) with ξιξι, we get

(2.6) (Vmξa - Si) gak + ?Rlmk

a?gia = 0.

Substituting (2. 5) into (2. 6), we obtain

(2.7) ff«* = (Pίδffα6)sr»*.

Thus /A is a conformal transformation. But any affine transformtion which is

also a conformal transformation must be homothetic. So Theorem 2 reduces to

Theorem 1. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION 2.*) In a K-contact Riemannian manifold M, any pro-

jective transformation μ which is at the same time a contact transformation

with constant associated function σ is an isometry. Moreover, if σ is

positive, μ is an automorphism.

PROOF. Since μ is a projective transformation, we have

for some covariant vector field pi9 where Vβ is ChristoffeΓs symbols. Then,

(2. 8) φtj = diVj-ΓvV* =<rφtj- <r(Pi

*) This result is also obtained by Mr. Tanno, and in infinitesimal case in a normal contact
Riemannian manifold by Mr. Mizusawa. ([5])
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holds good. Adding to (2.8) the identity which is obtained from (2.8) by

permuting i and j, we get

(2.9) PiV, + PjVt = 0.

Now transvecting (2.9) with gji and ξι respectively, we have pt = 0. Thus

projective transformation which is also a contact transformation with constant

associsted function must be an aίϊine transformation. Then Proposition 2

reduces to Theorem 2 and Proposition 1. Q.E.D.

4. Transformations on ?;Έinstein manifolds.

PROPOSITION 3. In a K-contact η-Einstein manifold (b^O, m > 1), an

isometry μ which satisfies η(ξ) > 0 is an automorphism.

PROOF. Since Rn = Rjt holds good, we have rjirjj = VίVj- Transvecting

this identity with ξ%, we know that μ is a contact transformation. Thus

Proposition 3 reduces to Proposition 1. Q.E.D.

In the sequel we will be concerned with two theorems which are studied

in [3] in infinitesimal case.

THEOREM 3. In a normal contact η-Einstein manifold M

any conformal transformation μ is an isometry, and if it satisfies η(ξ) > 0, μ

is an automorphism.

PROOF. If we put H5i=pgji, where /> is a positive scalar, and T = (1/2) log/>,

then we have

(3. 1) T% = n , + K 8J +r,Vt- rι gjk) ,

where τJfc=3) tτ and τ*=</*iτJ. Next,

(3. 2) Rkji

h = Rkji

h + tHAii - 8? A t + Abgn - A)

holds good, where AJi = τjτt — V}ri is symmetric and A\ = ghr Ark. In particular,
we have

(3. 3) RSk = Rjk + (n-2)Ajk + Ar

rgjk - (n-l)τrr
rgik .

Contracting (3.2) with ηk and using (1. 7) we get
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(3.4) (p + τrτ
r)(ηjgki-ηkgH) = -R,cjί

r TJr + iA^rjj ~An ηk) + (Arjgki-Ar

k gH)rjr .

And next (3. 5) comes from (1. 9) and (3. 3).

(3. 5) (n-2)Aki = {a(P-l) + ( * - l ) τ r τ ' - Ar

r} gki + &(** * , - % * ) .

Now transvecting (3. 4) with (l/2)φkj, we get by (1. 11)

(3.6) ( / ) _ i + δ + T r ^ ) φ ^ . = 4FAkiηs + φίAj^r.

Next, contracting (3.5) with φkίrjj and φϊgirηr respectivily, we have

(3.7) (n-2)φPAkiηJ = aφtηJ,

(3. 8) (n-2)φΐAlηr = (a+bp)ψίηk,

by virtue of (1.1) and (1. 2) where we have put

a = a(p-l) + (n-ϊ)τrτ
r - Ar

r.

Substituting (3.7) and (3. 8) into (3. 6), we obtain

(3.9) { ( n _ 2 ) ( p - i + 6 + T r τ
r ) -bp-2a} φ\rj5 = 0.

On the other hand, transvecting (3. 5) with gji,

(3.10) 2Ar

r = nτrτ
r + (n-b)(p-ΐ)

holds good. Then using (3.10) we have

τr) -bp-2a =b(n-

Thus, from (3. 9) we know that φίrjj—Oy that is, μ is a contact transformation.

Then Theorem 3 reduces to Proposition 1. Q.E.D.

THEOREM 4. In a nor?nal contact ψEinstein manifold M (bΦO,

any projective transformation μ is an isometry. Moreover if η(£) > 0 holds

good, μ is an automorphism.

PROOF. By definition of projective transformation, we get

(3.11) Γ£ = Γji + M * + A8y
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for some covariant vector pt. If we put Aji=pjpi — Vjpi,

(3.12) RkH

h = Rkjt

h + 8Mu - 8? Akl

and especially

(3.13) Rkj=RkJ + (n-l)Akj

hold good.

LEMMA 1. In a normal contact ψEinstein manifold, we have for

some scalar a

(3.14) ?«

PROOF OF LEMMA 1. By Ricci's identity and (3.12) we get

(3.15) Rikia9ai+Rikia'9ai = Ail~gk}+Ajl~gki-Akl'gjl-Ak}~gu.

Transvecting (3.15) with ξ'ξ', we have

(3.16) kakb9at(gk3+Ak^ = (l+ba?Aab) gkj + F(gkrη,-'glτηt)

+ ξaξ\Aaίgbk-Aakgbs).

Adding to (3.16) the identity which is obtained from (3.16) by permuting k

and j, we get (3. 14) unless gkj + Akj = 0. Next, if gkό + Akj = 0, operating Vz

to the both sides of \7kpj — pkpj + gkp a n d using Ricci's identity,

(3.17) Rik/Pr = gkj pi - gijpk

holds good. Transvecting (3.17) with (l/2)φίk, we get φrjpr — 0 by virtue of b\0.

So we can write pi = σηt. By differentiating this identity covariantly and

taking notice of the shew-symmetric property of φkl, we obtain

(3. 18) 2<rφki = Vicr-ηjc — Vk<r ηι

Contracting (3. 18) with ξk, we have V^σ = βηlm Substituting this into (3. 18)

we get σ = 0. Thus in this case μ is an arnne transformation and consequently

an isometry by virtue of Theorem 2.

LEMMA 2. In a normal contact η-Einstein manifold, if a of Lemma
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1 is a constant, μ is an isometry.

P R O O F OF LEMMA 2. Substituting ~gu = «(gftj+Aw) into

Vfc îj = ^Pk9ij + Piffkj + Pjffik >

we have

7iA + AVifcA + AVfcA) — 4 A A A — 2 A f f u — A</*j •

Then, using Ricci's identity we know that pi — σηi holds and that μ is an affine
transformation by the same method as Lemma 1.

On the other hand, next (3.19) comes from (3. 12) and (1. 7).

(3. 19) RknVr + VkAji - VjAki = ijjjjji - η$ki.

Now, transvecting (3.19) with (1/2) φkj, we get

vΛΨ"9*i + ( * - ! ) # " ΦWΛ*1 = 0

by virtue of (1.11). Using (3.14) this identity can be turned into

(3.20) (l-a)(φ{ + φ*Ά t i) rj, = 6 φ | ^ .

On the other hand, from (3.13) and (3. 14) we have

(3. 21) a(l-ά)(gki + Akι) = b{ηkηί-ηkηί-Akί).

Transvecting (3. 21) with φk\

(3. 22) a(l-aXφϊ + φ^Aki) ηs = -bφkiAkiη,

holds good. By these identities we get

(3.23) {b-(l-cL){l-a)}φίηό = 0.

If b = (1—ά)(l — a), our theorem reduces to Lemma 2 and Proposition 3. If φ{η) — 0,

μ is a contact transformation. We can put Vj=σVj' Then by (3.13) and (3.14),

holds good, where c1=6/{α —(w —l)/rt} and c2=b(l-σ2)/{a-(n-ϊ)/a}. That is,
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is true. If a — (n — ϊ)/cέ = O, our theorem reduces to Lemma 2. Thus, we get
jp—σ'\~> and hence σ is a constant. Then by Proposition 2 we know that
Theorem 4 is true. Q.E.D.
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